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Abstracts

Core Views

Spain’s economic recovery will gather steam in 2015 and 2016, with real GDP growth

set to outperform the eurozone. However, growth rates will remain subdued by a

historical point of view, as the country remains stuck in between an export and domestic

demand-driven growth model. Sluggish demand from core eurozone economies and

recovering domestic demand will see the current account surplus shrink over 2015 and

2016.

The Spanish government will relax the pace of austerity in the run -up to the

parliamentary elections scheduled for 2015. Consumer price growth will struggle to pull

out of deflationary territory over the coming months amid weak domestic demand and

declining commodity prices. We believe rising momentum behind the Catalan

secessionist movement will eventually result in Madrid offering the region more powers.

This should prevent Catalonia leaving the country altogether.

Major Forecast Changes

Softening external demand has prompted us to downgrade our real GDP forecasts to

1.6% in both 2015 and 2016, from 1.7% and 1.8% previously.

This trend has also resulted in a downward revision to our current account surplus

forecasts for Spain to an estimated 0.4% of GDP in 2014 and 0.7% in 2015, from 1.7%

and 1.9% previously.
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